Despite constant exploitation and oppression, Black people have bravely and brilliantly been a driving force pushing toward collective liberation through a sense of Black Unity. So, what is Black Unity?

1. BLACK UNITY IS NOT AN ABSTRACT CONCEPT

Black Unity is a concept used to organize groups to fight for legislation and human rights and carve out a new meaning for what “home” is. Black Unity guides how we can continually build new ancestral ties, culture, family, and home.

2. BLACK UNITY IS RADICAL AND NECESSARY

Black Unity is a valuable ideology for organizing movements throughout the world. From liberation movements in the United States to South Africa, Black Unity has connected folks of the African diaspora to organize for collective freedom.

3. BLACK UNITY IS BLACK MUSIC

From the blues, jazz to hip-hop and R&B, Black music greatly influences an essential part of our nation's treasured cultural heritage. Black music has always been a messenger, an outlet, and a space of freedom in our world's most pivotal historical moments.
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